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A Note from the Editor

Whew!  What a month May has turned out to be, and 
the summer is just starting to heat up! VCF 2018 
was quite an experience as Verifone welcomed back 
over 300 attendees to its annual Verifone Client 
Forum retreat at the famed Don CeSar Report & 
Spa in St. Pete Beach, FL. It was great to see so 
many familiar faces and to meet many new clients 
as well. New this month is a column that specifies 
the current production version of software for each 
of the processing networks Verifone Commander 
supports. The idea for this column came from a 
discussion I had with Will Hudson, Programmer 
and Analyst at Handy Food Stores in Tampa, during 
a break at VCF 2018, Thank you Will for the great 
suggestion, this will become a permanent fixture in 
the monthly Commander Insights newsletter. Have 
suggestions for improving Commander Insights?  I’d 
love to hear from you.

Michael Tyler
Sr. Director, Global Petroleum Marketing & Sales 
Enablement
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y most accounts, VCF 2018 was large success.  The 
weather could not have been better for the 17th 
annual Verifone Client Forum held once again, at the 

incomparable Don CeSar Resort & Spa in beautiful St. Pete 
Beach, Florida.  We had record attendance again this year, over 
310 attendees plus another 50 or so Verifone staff descended 
upon the famed Pink Palace for four days of in-depth education 
addressing key industry issues, they received a “sneak peek” 
at new innovative Verifone products, spent time consulting 
with Verifone technical experts, received updated product 
training, had lots of networking time, enjoyed great comradery, 
outstanding food and special entertainment.  Each spring, this 
event draws attendees from all over North America and includes 

representatives from the Caribbean region as well as Mexico, 
and Central America. 

The Verifone Petroleum Advisory Council (PAC) began the event 
Sunday morning with their semi-annual face-to-face meeting 
where they spent time on normal PAC business in addition to 
planning for the two PAC breakout sessions that were occurring 
later in the program.  The Sunday evening beach-side welcome 

reception was a pleasant experience where attendees were 
able to renew friendships, network with colleagues and mingle 
with many of the Verifone staffers.  A number of attendees took 
advantage of the beach games that were set up on the white 
sugar sand beaches that surround the Don CeSar Resort.  This 
year’s beach games included, neon volleyball, corn hole, ladder 
ball and horseshoes.

Monday morning we featured two keynote speakers:  Our first 
speaker was Neil Z. Stern, Senior Partner at McMillanDoolittle.  
Neil spoke to the group about the Power of Frictionless Retail 
– global innovations, trends and concepts that are changing the 
Industry.  Neil’s energetic style and key observations captivated 

the audience.   Our second speaker was Richard Dean, Assistant 
to the Special Agent in Charge, United Stated Secret Service 
who shared his insights on the Globalization of Cybercrime & 
the Challenges Business & Law Enforcement Face.  Richard 
shared his personal insight on what it will take to stop fraud and 
the steps individuals and retailers can take to minimize fraud, 
including the all-important protection of personal identification 
information (PII).  

B

VCF 2018:  
FriCtionless Customer 
interaCtion and more
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The group then migrated to the fifth floor for a day full of breakout 
sessions that started with the initial PAC session for the Executive, 
Retailer and IT Professional tracks, while the Distributor track group 
attended the first of several Distributor Training session.   Monday 
afternoon included twelve breakout sessions that featured the 
always popular Petro Product Roadmap, What’s next for POS, an 
update on Commander Console Configuration Manager and three 
new product sessions:  Self-checkout, Introducing EZ-Receipts 
and Carbon Commander Workstation. The Sponsor Reception 
followed a very busy Monday and featured 32 of Verifone’s sponsors 
and business partners showcasing their respective solutions in an 
Expo-style tradeshow exhibit help in the Grand Ballroom.

SVP of Petroleum Development, Brad McGuinness, moderated 
Tuesday morning’s panel discussion that featured an esteemed 
panel of three former NACS Chairmen, Brad Call, Partner J&T 
Management, EVP from Maverik Stores, Jeff Miller, President of 
Miller Oil Company in Norfolk, VA, and Tom Robinson, President 
of Robinson Oil from Santa Clara, CA.  The “Top Retailing Minds” 
panel focused their energy on discussing key & emerging trends 
occurring across other retail segments and how they envisioned 
adoption of that technology across convenience retail.  They 
were also very transparent when they individually discussed the 
transformation they have all had to undergo during their careers 
and tenure as NACS Chairmen to remain competitive, relevant and 
attractive to their customer base. 

Rounding out Tuesday morning, the technology team hosted 
another eight breakout sessions followed by an afternoon break 
for conference attendees to enjoy the activity of their choice 
where Verifone provided options for attendees to play 18 holes 
of Golf, take a cruise along the beautiful Florida Intra-Coastal 
waterway aboard an authentic Pirate Ship, visit the world-
renowned Salvador Dali Museum for a Docent-led guided tour, 
meet with Verifone Technical experts in the VCF Technology Lab, 
or spend the afternoon catching up with colleagues and work 
back at their home office (or perhaps at the pool soaking up the 
plentiful sunshine poolside and gulf-front at the Don CeSar Resort 
& Spa.)  The Tuesday evening poolside dinner reception featured 
circus-themed entertainers that thrilled attendees throughout 
the evening festivities culminating with a spectacular female 
contortionist and a fire eating, flame throwing juggler.

Wednesday also featured 8 additional breakout sessions followed 
by the Conexxus team of Executive Director Gray Taylor and 
Director of Standards Linda Toth, who reviewed the role of 
Conexxus, the value in forging standards across our industry 
which drives competition and interoperability of solutions such 
as the Mobile payments interface across all competitors. The 
conference concluded with a drawing of 30+ prizes donated by 
the VCF Sponsors. 
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High-end retail environments deserve a high-tech backbone and 
a flexible and modern customer check-out experience.  Beginning 
in 2016, the design and development teams at Verifone began 
working toward developing a new payments processing platform 
that would slide into that retail environment and look right at home.  
What was borne of that design effort was the sleek new Carbon 
10 platform, originally targeted to Verifone’s specialty retail clients 
Carbon 10, launched in the fall of last year, has created quite a 
buzz in the marketplace since its introduction. 

Carbon 10 received of the prestigious 2017 iF DESIGN AWARD, 
which is awarded annually by Hannover-based iF International 
Forum Design GmbH, Germany’s oldest independent design 
organization. Selected from among 5,500 entries from 59 
countries, Verifone’s POS innovation convinced a 58-member jury 
of independent experts that it was the best design in terms of 
technology, elegance, and flexibility. 

And now, the product and engineering teams in Verifone’s 
Petro division, in consultation with key customers and our PAC, 
has developed some great ideas for how to use this hardware 
in our unique space.  With Carbon 10, we saw a sleek modern 
POS device that, when integrated with the Commander platform, 

would be an ideal POS register for many of the alternate profit 
centers convenience retailers are building inside of their stores.  
These businesses are either integrated into the convenience 
store footprint itself, or operate as a separate business owned 
by convenience retail entrepreneurs. Under either scenario, 
merchants will benefit by being able to incorporate sales data into 
their existing business processes, have full price book integration, 
and be able to take all payment types that are available at the 
main registers.  Commander-integration was a key concept for the 
Petro team to be able to transform the Carbon 10 platform into the 
Carbon Commander Workstation that we announced earlier this 
month at VCF 2018.

Carbon Commander Workstation (CCW) is an all-in-one 
combination POS register with an integrated printer packaged in a 
sleek, modern POS register with an edge.  That edge is its unique 
integration into the Commander site controller platform where all 
of the “rules engine” logic resides.  Merchants can easily add new 
departments, PLUs and pricing into their base Commander system 
utilizing the Commander Console remote access toolkit and they 
are open for business!  All transaction reporting data is integrated 
into the Commander base reporting capabilities, so it’s easy to get 
up to the minute sales information, evaluate the effectiveness of 
promotions and a host of other transaction-related data analytics 
the merchant cares about.  Payments and loyalty are processed 
through the EPS core on the Commander, ensuring all payment 
types (including mobile) as well as loyalty programs continue to 
work at the Carbon Commander Workstation

Carbon Commander Workstation was announced at VCF 2018 
earlier this month, and the Petro engineering team expects to 
begin field trials with several first-out clients in the next several 
months.  If you would like to learn more about the Carbon 
Commander Workstation, and see if it’s a good fit for your 
business, contact your Verifone Sales Representative or email us at 
namarketing@verifone.com.    

introduCing Carbon 
Commander Workstation

Processor: Intel Atom x5 Quad 
Core 1.8 GHz

Tablet: 10.1" | Corning® Gorilla® 

Glass Technology | Oleophobic 
coating | Android OS

Memory: 1G DDR3L | 16GB 
eMMC Flash

mailto:namarketing@verifone.com?subject=Commander Carbon Workstation Inquiry
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The face of retail is changing; every day we see more self-
checkout devices in more stores, hear stories about cashier-
less stores, and shop at stores where we can complete 
transactions on our own phones.  In the fuel and convenience 
retail world, we face the challenge of integrating these new 
checkout and payment methods using an infrastructure that 
continues to support the legacy store control environment, 
including fueling equipment, legacy device connectivity, and 
the existing communications infrastructure.

This year at VCF 2018, Verifone introduced the VISTA 
framework, which leverages Commander’s robust architecture 
and make it available to new frictionless checkout options. 
The VISTA Framework uses the intelligence in Commander 
as the primary sales engine, while the new devices handle the 
“user experience” functionality. The VISTA framework allows 
a cashiering device to present information about items being 
purchased, handle sales for those items, as well as interface 
to local devices such as scanners, printers, etc. The VISTA 
Framework allows for the off-loading of the heavy, table-driven 
transaction processing to the Commander. Additionally, the 
VISTA Framework utilizes the electronic payment server (EPS) 
core on the Commander Site Controller to ensure consistency 
and security of electronic payments.

The VISTA framework has a number of key benefits, including 
the following:

• Enables the introduction of new cashiering devices quickly
• Supports tailoring of apps on different types of hardware 

designed for different kinds of checkout
• Supports any electronic payment transactions the site 

supports, at any pay-point including mobile payments
• Allows for full loyalty integration

Throughout the summer we will be introducing several of the 
new products that utilize the VISTA framework including:

• Carbon Self-Checkout – A “built for purpose” self-
checkout application built exclusively for the convenience 
store market

• Ruby Rover Line Buster – A roving cashiering device 
that leverages Verifone’s PCI-compliant e355 payment 
terminal and an iPad that includes a completely redesigned 
user interface 

• Carbon Commander Workstation – a POS terminal 
application using our Carbon hardware platform designed 
for alternative profit centers inside a convenience stores, 
such as coffee shops and delis

• Attendant Payment Terminal – A specialty payment 
terminal designed for full-service sites with attendants, 
allowing fueling attendants to be able to authorize pumps 
and process payments on a portable handheld device

The Commander Site Controller is the bedrock for Verifone’s 
Petroleum and Convenience Retail platform. The VISTA 
framework, along with the innovative products that work in 
conjunction with Commander, are great examples of how 
Commander’s architecture is the ideal launch pad for additional 
products, tools and services. Stay tuned as more developments 
utilizing the flexible VISTA framework are unveiled.
 

Vista FrameWork — HoW 
Commnander's arCHiteCture 
Continues to spur innoVation
James Hervey, Director of Petroleum Product Management, Verifone

Anyone with the Amazon Go smartphone app and a functioning credit or debit 
card can enter and make purchases from the Seattle store. Customers use a 
QR code on their smartphone to enter. To purchase an item, shoppers simply 
grab it and walk out of the store with it. No formal checkout process is required. 
Cameras and sensors in the shop’s ceiling and shelves track customer and item 
movement. Once a customer leaves the store with an item, that customer’s account 
is automatically charged. Read more

amazon go to open in CHiCago and 
san FranCisCo
CSP News Daily

http://www2.verifone.com/l/129991/2018-05-30/2zkfxy
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troublesHooting tips From 
tHe VeriFone experts

Scanners
If the scanner on one of your registers was working, but has stopped 
working, use the following procedure to test the scanner:
Note: There are several brands of scanners that are compatible with 
the Topaz or Ruby2 POS register. There is a Verifone-branded Motorola 
scanner option as well, however the troubleshooting steps are not 
unique for the Verifone-branded devices.

1. Check if you see if there is a light or laser emitting from the 
scanner by pointing the device at a white background.  CAUTION,  
for safety considerations, do NOT shine the laser near your eyes 
or face) 

2. If there is no light or power, trace the cable to see where it plugs 
into the back of the POS register. Carefully push down the tab for 
the cable and unplug it, wait 10 seconds, and then plug it back 
in. Verify if it shows light now or beeps when you scan a barcode 
under the device.

• Sometimes scanners will make a beeping sound, but are 
not actually scanning a barcode.  Reseating the cable may 
also resolve this issue.

3. Make sure that the correct Scanner configuration is selected. 
• Go to CSR function on the POS register, and then select 

the Maintenance Menu and then select the Device 
Configuration, Scanner Configuration (select either 
RubyReady or 2D scanner, depending on the model at the 
site). 2D Scanner is designed to read QR Codes as well as 
regular bar codes.

4. Most scanners come with barcodes that need to be scanned in 
a certain order, for it to work properly. If you have that barcode 
programming sheet, you can try to re-scan those barcodes if it is 
beeping but not scanning normal items.

5. If you have more than one register, you can also try swapping 
the scanner with the other one, to verify if the issue is with the 
scanner itself, or with the register.

6. If those steps still do not work, contact the Verifone Help Desk 
and share with the agent the steps you have already completed.

Report Types
Cashier Reports

• Cashier Reports are created on a PER CASHIER and PER 
REGISTER basis. This means that if the Cashier #1 logs into 

two different Ruby2 registers, they will still only get their Cashier 
report totals from each register individually; the two register 
reports will not be combined.

• PLU and Department Tracking reports (Set up in the Manager 
Menu) are only printed on Cashier Reports.  

• These reports track sales by product and department (for 
example: cigarette or lotto sales by Cashier. Cigarettes and 
lotto are closely tracked and Managers like to see counts 
of Sales by Cashier for inventory and loss prevention 
purposes).

• Sites can choose to set up a "Cashier Report Prompt".  To enable 
this report, Select Manager, then select MOP File. This will ask 
the cashier to type in the drawer amount that they show when 
they close, then compare the total to what the register has 
calculated.  This procedure is useful for accounting purposes and 
tracking of Cash. Many times when a cashier closes their shift and 
calculates the contents of their cash drawer, they may be asked 
by a Manager to include and/or balance the amount that “should” 
be there (based on report) versus what is actually there physically

Period Reports (Shift, Daily, Monthly, Yearly)
Default Period Reports Defined  

• In the Verifone nomenclature, we use a generic term for these 
reports, Periods 1-4. The register system by default will already 
have these Periods named:

• Period 1 = Shift
• Period 2 = Daily
• Period 3 = Monthly
• Period 4 = Yearly 

Note: Sites DO have the option to rename each period, for 
example, if they want to close a report weekly, they may choose to 
re-name period 3 to “Weekly” and close it every week.

• All of these reports are designed to Close only when initiated by 
the cashier (except for the Auto End of Day). In other words, it will 
track information from the time it’s closed until the next time it’s 
closed, the name has nothing to do with how often it’s closed.  As 
an example, the "daily" report may be closed every 5 minutes or 
every 6 weeks, it doesn't matter to the register. 
Note: There is an option for Daily reports to set time period 
between closes to prevent people from closing too many times in 
a short time span.
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did You knoW? 
Verifone Petro 
Production Software1

¹ Production version of network application software available via Verifone Remote Software Delivery(VRSD) process.

Processing Network Application Base Version

Commander - BP BP-10924 43.23.02

Commander - Buypass BUY-30324 44.24.00

Commander - Chevron CHE-10720 44.19.02

Commander - CITGO VAP-10237 43.37.00

Commander - ExxonMobil BUY-30236 43.33.04

Commander - HPS HPS-10537 43.37.00

Commnader - Marathon VAP-10237 43.37.00

Commander - NBS NBS-20024 44.23.00

Commander - Phillips66 PHI-10719 44.19.00

Commander - Shell SHE-20411 46.11.00

Commander - Sunoco BUY-30236 43.33.04

Commander - Valero BUY-30234 43.33.01

Commander - Worldpay WOR-10725 44.25.00

• Each of these reports have 3 different functions that can be
applied to them:

• Close Report - Will Close out the Totals and give an option
to print out the totals

• Current Report - Will Print the Totals, but will NOT close
anything, network Totals do not appear.

• Print Report - Shows the Reports that have already been
closed, so they can be reprinted.

• These reports can be accessed using the Report Navigator
program on a back office computer as well, but the Close Reports
are only available after they are closed from the register.

More on PLU’s, Departments and 
Categories
PLUs

• PLU (Price Look Up) - An item that can have a specific price
assigned to it. Can be created with a PLU number, or set-up with
a scanner and bar code.

• A PLU must be assigned to a Department.
• Product Codes should be left blank for PLU's as they will pull

the appropriate product code from their assigned department.
Assigning a product code to a PLU will override the department's
product code. In the event the site chooses to change application
version's (upgrade the site level software), they will be required to
update their product codes. If the site has a lot (1,000 PLU's or
more) updating the department and PLU product codes can be
a long process, which is why we recommend leaving the product
code blank on PLUs.

• Product Code listings can be found in the specific software
version's Sales Manual (legacy) or by printing out the Product Code 
file in Network Manager on the Ruby Super System. They can also
be found in Sapphire Configuration Manager and Configuration

Client in the Merchandise file.
• PLU's can be tracked in Cashier Reports using the PLU Tracking

File. These tracking reports are NOT available in Shift or Daily
Reports.

• PLU Promotion File allows discounts on PLU items after fuel
or merchandise is purchased. This is typically used for car wash
discounts. PLU Promotion must be set to "yes" in PLU file for
them to function.

• PLU's can be placed on soft keys, and they can be assigned in a
Menu using the Menu File, which can then be placed on a soft key.
They can also be added to touchscreen configurations.

Departments
• Departments can also be tracked using Department Tracking File

which appears in the Cashier Reports menu
• Departments require a Product Code to be set up.
• Departments cannot have a price assigned to them.
• Departments can be configured on soft keys and touchscreens

Categories
• Categories are OPTIONAL
• Categories are a grouping of Departments only and are generally

used for reporting purposes only.
• They have no setup information and cannot be set up on soft keys.
• Most sites do not use Categories unless they sell a lot of various

kinds of merchandise (grocery stores, automotive stores, etc.)
Note: When setting up merchandise, do not assign merchandise
to Fuel Product Codes.  Fuel product codes only apply to Fuel
Departments and Fuel Products (Fuel configuration)
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It is with great honor that I get to report to you this month in 
the PAC Corner. The first face-to-face Petroleum Advisory 
Council meeting of 2018 recently took place ahead of the 
Verifone Client Forum at The Don CeSar Resort in St. 
Pete Beach, FL the week of May 6th. This is an action 
packed dynamic time of the year for the PAC members 
that our meeting in conjunction with the Verifone Client 
Forum gives the PAC members a unique opportunity 
to reconnect with each other then also connect with a 
broader Verifone spectrum from customers, vendors and 
partners to a wide variety of Verifone resources. 

The PAC hit the ground running for the face-to-face 
meeting Sunday. We had a full agenda to get through and 
got right into the meat of things digging into to the PAC 
Charter to build on the improvements made in 2017 and 
the great class of new members we brought in. There was 
much discussion of term limits, development of a small Sr. 
Board of Advisors (Emeritus level) to the PAC membership 
then the process to add new members to the PAC for 
2018. All of these changes with a goal to keep fresh new 
faces and ideas coming into the PAC membership, while 
maintaining the chemistry and proactive environment 
that has developed within the PAC. The timeline is set 
and the nominating committee is ready to receive new 
applications through July 1st so start the process today if 
you have interest in serving with the PAC.

Our well documented new subcommittees provided 
their updates all making great progress. Attention was 
then directed to completing preparation for the two 
VCF sessions that the PAC conduct. Verifone is present 
and participates in the first PAC session on Monday but 
on Wednesday, the PAC session does not include any 
Verifone staff members. 

With the heavy lifting complete or so we thought the 
PAC was introduced to the Skyscraper Challenge Team 
Building Activity. The PAC was randomly split into four 
teams, each with one Verifone representative took their 
manila envelopes with instructions and contents of 4 

number 2 pencils, 6 drinking straws, 6 paper clips, 6 rubber 
bands, 2 plastic knives, 2 plastic forks, 6 3x5 index cards, 
1 six-inch piece of blue painters masking tape with an 
option to anonymously add one additional of these items. 
From these items the teams were instructed to create the 
tallest structure with the caveat that it had to be moved 
from the work area to the final judging table intact. The 
next 20 minutes contained some of the most enterprising 
and entertaining activity in the history of the PAC. It was a 
priceless event with congratulations to challenge winners 
Jim, Patrick, Rance and Dave although ultimately it was a 
win for the PAC.

We moved to the VCF Lab to conclude with Verifone 
engineers for a sneak peek at new innovations unveiled 
at VCF this year:
1. Self-Checkout
2. Carbon Commander Workstation
3. Ruby Rover 
4. EZ-Receipt 

VCF was a class event this year as always and we 
cannot thank everyone involved enough for bringing it 
together. There were great opportunities to learn from 
the keynote speakers, in the breakout sessions and in 
the lab. Networking opportunities were abundant at the 
sponsors reception, dinners, lunches, breaks and offsite 
activities. The PAC sessions were well attended with great 
participation and feedback which we truly appreciate. 
There were 14 feature enhancements for everyone 
attending to vote on and prioritize down to the top 5 in 
the final PAC session Wednesday. Here are your top 5 
feature enhancements:

paC Corner
By Keith Shaffer, Retail Technology Manager, Quality Oil Company, LLC

1. Ability to reboot Commander from Config Client.
2. Loyalty enrollment on POS.
3. Force scan/swipe of ID for age restricted products.
4. Support for POP coupons at DCR.
5. Support for Dual PIN pad at register and Show 

customers name on POS screen tied.
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Cenex Buyers Fair
June 18 -19 • Sioux Falls, SD

CTPMA 2018 Business Forum
June 23 -25 • Colorado Springs, CO

FPMA
June 26-29 • Orlando, FL

PDI User's Conference
August 19-22 • Dallas, TX

NACS Show
October 8-10 • Las Vegas, NV 

upComing 
eVents
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VeriFone in tHe neWs:  
Verifone 
implements 
Aes DUKpt

Co-designed by Verifone, AES DUKPT is a new security key 
management standard that was approved as an American National 
Standard in October 2017 by the Accredited Standards Committee 
X9 (ASC X9). It incorporates the AES cryptographic algorithm to 
encrypt transaction data with greater security and processing 
speed than Triple Data Encryption Standard DUKPT (“Triple-DES 
DUKPT”)—the former standard that is widely deployed by the 
financial services industry.

“X9 [ASC X9] is grateful to have members like Verifone that worked 
to develop this standard,” said Steve Stevens, the Executive Director 
of X9. “AES DUKPT is a major improvement over the previously used 
algorithms because, among other benefits, it provides a much larger 
set of unique secret keys.” The main advantage of AES DUKPT is 
AES itself, as it provides the best security cryptography has to offer 
by supporting up to 256-bit keys, which are immune to all known 
methods of attack—even quantum computing attacks.

Read the entire article here.

http://www2.verifone.com/l/129991/2018-02-27/2sr3zm
http://www2.verifone.com/l/129991/2018-03-29/2t9165
http://www2.verifone.com/l/129991/2018-05-30/2zkfyh
http://www2.verifone.com/l/129991/2018-05-30/2zkfyf
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Take security and compliance off your to-do list. 

Question: What’s better than being confident in your stores’ PCI compliance and data 
security posture? 

Answer: Knowing that a team of POS and network security experts is managing every 
aspect for you!

EchoSat recently merged with ControlScan, creating one great company to serve all your 
managed network security and PCI compliance needs. We are your one-stop shop for 
PaySafe managed firewall services that  include cell backup for transactions; 
PCI 1-2-3 vulnerability scanning and PCI assessment assistance; 
managed Wi-Fi and VPN; IT security testing and more.

Serving c-stores and major brands for more than 40 years:
• Level 1 PCI-Compliant Service Provider
• 24/7/365 engineering level help Desk, with certified 

Verifone POS experts on staff
• Managed firewall services that keep your business 

on task and the bad guys out
• Active monitoring solutions to quickly spot and 

address network anomalies 
• IP-enabled pumps for outdoor EMV and video 

distribution Coming Soon!
• The in-house expertise to help me make sense 

out of complex POS technology shifts, PCI
compliance issues, and the evolution of 
c-store IT security and compliance

Let the team with the strongest track record of securing businesses
and ensuring compliance have your back! For more information,
contact us today at Verifone@ControlScan.com or visit www.ControlScan.com. 

We’ve got your back.
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mailto:verifone@controlscan.com?subject=Commander Insights | ControlScan Inquiry
http://www2.verifone.com/l/129991/2018-05-31/2zkmk7
http://www2.verifone.com/l/129991/2018-05-31/2zkmk7



